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Online portion of advertising
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E-commerce
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Advertising on Google as an example

Search
ads

Natural or 
“organic” 
search 
results.
Nobody can 
buy a position 
in these 
results.



Advertising on Google as an example

User searches in Hungarian for “London repülőjegy”1

Google matches
search terms
(or page context)
to keywords and 
other target 
specifications

Google finds ads that match user’s search keyword2



Advertising on Google as an example

Auction is performed and ads are shown

User clicks on a relevant ad and Google is paid by advertiser

Google matches search terms
(or page context) to keywords
and other user specifications. 
Google is only paid if a user

clicks on an ad
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Advertiser campaign account

2

If preferred, advertiser may search
for available sites for targeting

If preferred, advertiser can review and select
specific sites to which the ad will be targeted. 
For demographic searches, comScore
panel data is used to identify relevant sites

1 Advertisers may 
target ads by 
language 
and location



Advertiser campaign account
3

Advertisers create 
keyword-targeted

ads and auction budget. 
Advertisers can leave 
AdWords at any time. 
No exclusivity, fixed
duration or minimum 

budgets 
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Advertiser campaign account

Advertisers create 
keyword-targeted

ads and auction budget. 
Advertisers can leave 
AdWords at any time. 
No exclusivity, fixed
duration or minimum 

budgets 
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Impact of the VBE on online advertising

Current wording

“Insofar as a web site is not specifically targeted at customers primarily inside 
the territory or customer group exclusively allocated to another distributor, 
for instance with the use of banners or links in pages of providers 
specifically available to these exclusively allocated customers, the website 
is not considered a form of active selling. However, unsolicited e-mails sent 
to individual customers or specific customer groups are considered active 
selling. The same considerations apply to selling by catalogue.” (51)

“General advertising or promotion in the media or on the Internet that reaches 
customers in other distributors’ exclusive territories or customer groups but 
which is a reasonable way to reach customers outside those territories or 
customer groups, for instance to reach customers in non-exclusive 
territories or in one’s own territory, are passive sales.” (50)

“In any case, the supplier cannot reserve to itself sales and/or advertising over 
the Internet.” (51)



Impact of the VBE on online advertising

New draft guidelines

“Every distributor must be free to use the Internet to advertise or to sell 
products. A restriction on the use of the Internet by distributors party to the 
agreement could only be compatible [..] to the extent that promotion on the 
Internet or sales over the Internet would lead to active selling into, for 
instance, other distributors’ exclusive territories or customer groups.” (52)

“In general, the use of the Internet is not considered a form of active sales into 
such territories or customer groups, since it is a reasonable way to reach 
every customer. The fact that it may have effects outside one’s own 
territory or customer group results from the technology, i.e. the easy 
access from everywhere. If a customer visits the web site of a distributor 
and contacts the distributor and if such contact leads to a sale, including 
delivery, then that is considered passive selling. The language options 
used on the website or in the communication play normally no role in that 
respect.” (52)



Impact of the VBE on online advertising

“General advertising or promotion in media or on the Internet that 
reaches customers in other distributors’ (exclusive) territories 
or customer groups but which is a reasonable way to reach 
customers outside those territories or customer groups, for 
instance to reach customers in one’s own territory, are passive
sales. General advertising or promotion is considered a 
reasonable way to reach such customers if it would be 
attractive for the buyer to undertake these investments also if 
they would not reach customers in other distributors’ 
(exclusive) territories or customer groups” (51) 

SEO services?

Conclusion: the current formulation seems to allow suppliers to 
restrict their distributors’ abilities for online advertising; 
however, it is not possible to restrict distributors’ ability to pay 
for SEO services for natural search result rankings
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